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aim, to list all the S.G. nos. found for each die. He is particularly 
interested in any amendments members may have made to Giffen's book, 
any new firms, identities, dies, dates etc. 
 
He would gladly purchase quantities of perfins of this area at a sensible 
price or/ offer duplicates when found. Contact-Mervyn Lavender, 25 The 
Spinney, Eastleigh, Hants SO50 8PF. 
 
Members' Comments On Previous Articles 
 
Manchester Mvsterv - J.L/&Co. & J.L/&Co./Ss. Bulletin 307 & 308 

 
Rosemary Smith 

 
The full lots of 12DDF went to members who wrote to me. I have a large 
number of values left and I took these to the London meeting. 1 explained at 
the meeting that the whole of these perfins came from a source in Egypt and 
as the most probable user was Julius Liepman of Manchester (See New 
Identities Page 156 Bulletin 308) it was reasonable to suppose that Liepman 
was a cotton factor, user or merchant, who had contacts with cotton growers 
in Egypt. 
 
During the American Civil War, cotton manufacturers in England had to 
find new sources of raw cotton and Egyptian cotton was found to be 
'longer and stronger'. When the American markets opened up again, after the 
war, many Lancashire mills continued to trade with Egypt. 
 
John Nelson heard this at the meeting and when he returned home he 
found, in his Slaters Directory of Manchester, a section detailing the 
markets abroad to which Manchester merchants shipped goods.  In view 
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of my comments at the meeting, John says it is interesting to note that the 
primary market to which Julius Leipman & Co's Successors sent goods 
was to Egypt. So, either buying raw cotton from, or selling the cloth to 
Egypt, appears to be the reason why these perfins are difficult to find in 
this country. 
 
I still have some values of these perfins if any other member is wanting 
examples. S.A.E. plus a couple of mint postage stamps. 
 
GB Commercial Overprints   Bulletin 308 Page 18. 
 
When Lawrence Armitage contacted Alastair Walter with the request in 
Bulletin 308, he was not aware that John Bonney was still alive and 
continuing with the research into the Commercial Overprints of Private 
Firms. He was also not aware that, like our own catalogues and Bulletin 
articles, the previous work done by John Bonney and David Lane is 
copyright to them. This also applies to the "templates" showing the types of 
printing and position of printing of the overprints. 
 
If anyone has Catalogues 1, 2 and 3, which cover the Utilities, Banking & 
Insurance and Local Government, and have new information to add to 
these catalogues, John would be pleased if you made contact with him. He 
would welcome any new information to include in the Private Overprints 
catalogue. He can be contacted at 115 Blindman's Lane, Cheshunt, 
Waltham Cross, Herts EN8 9DH. 
 
W6385.01 W&R/Ltd      Bulletin 309 - New Identities Page 159 
 
John Grier took exception to my comment in the New Identities that in 
Tomkins, the Victoria Works should read WILLANS Works.
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